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FIM Ice Speedway Gladiators World Championship – Dmitry Koltakov – Jawa 500cc



We are approaching the conclusion of the 
2017 staging of the FIM Ice Speedway Gladia-
tors Championship, the series to be appreciated 
like an icy drink where Motul is the  presenting 
partner. On moving into the second part of the 
season in Kazakhstan, we  wondered whether 
Dmitry Koltakov could resist the Igor 'hurricane' 
right to the end. But on 4 and 5 March in Berlin, 
Koltakov distanced himself again from Kononov. 
The rider wearing Motul's colours passed just 
one point off a faultless performance over all the 
German weekend. 
During the first day of racing, Koltakov scored the 
maximum points possible, while defending World 
champion, Dmitry Khomitsevich, fell short of qua-

lifying in the final.  Regal in Chadrinsk as in Almaty 
with four consecutive wins to his name, Igor Kono-
nov did no more than limit the damage by giving 
Koltakov three points. Sunday was in the same vein 
with a new win for Koltakov, three points ahead of 
Kononov and Khomitsevich, the overall of the day 
being the same as that of the final.  
Leader since the first race of the season, Koltakov 
has a certain amount of leeway with an 8 points 
lead now over Kononov. But the contenders of 
the ultimate duel know full well that their favourite 
sport often overturns forecasts! The fierce battle 
ahead will be worth making a detour via Heeren-
veen speedway in the Netherlands where the gla-
diators will settle their score on 1 and 2 April! 

FIM ICE SPEEDWAY GLADIATORS  
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
BERLIN

KOLTAKOV HAS BEST CHANCE 
OF WINNING
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Dmitry Koltakov, 146 pts

Igor Kononov, 138 pts

Dmitry Khomitsevich, 122 pts
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Dmitry Koltakov
Jawa 500cc



Team DA Racing experienced the excitement of 
winning in Autocross, the Andros Trophy, and the 
French and European Rallycross championships. 
It is now preparing to take on its first full season in 
the World RallyX championship. Partnered techni-
cally by Motul, the team from Bordeaux will enter 
a Peugeot 208 WRX for Jean-Baptiste Dubourg in 
the twelve rounds of the world schedule. Grégoire 
Demoustier will accompany him at the wheel of an 
identical machine for five events, while  Andréa Du-
bourg will be contending for the European title with 
a Citroën DS3 RX.
'Participating in the FIA World RallyX Championship 
is not a goal in itself for DA Racing,  it's just a new 
stage in our projects,' stated former European Au-
tocross champion and team founder, Dominique 

Dubourg. 'An awesome challenge awaits us! We'll 
be taking part with a lot of respect and humility, but 
we'll remain above all contenders with the firm in-
tention of defending our chances. We'll be there to 
learn and move onto the global stage lastingly.' 
Double French champion in this discipline com-
bining dirt tracks and asphalt, Jean-Baptiste Du-
bourg added a second Andros Trophy to his list of 
wins this winter. 'Being able to face up to the best 
Rallycross riders is my kid's dream come true. I'm 
going to take advantage of the pre-season test ses-
sions to validate the learning phase of the 208 WRX 
developed by Peugeot Sport so as to rapidly gel with 
the machine.'
The 2017 staging of the WorldRX will start in Barce-
lona on 1 and 2 April.

WORLD RX
DA RACING TEAM PRESENTATION

THE FIFTH DIMENSION
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Jean-Baptiste Dubourg 
DA Racing

Peugeot 208 WRX



"Monsoons are caused by land heating up 
and cooling down faster than the sea,' we learn from 
Wikipedia. MXGP riders suffered above all from the 
consequences of that phenomenon during the In-
donesian round of the championship. On 4 and 5 
March heavy rainfall transformed their 'playground' 
into an ocean of mud. The free practice was final-
ly declared qualifying owing to the conditions and, 
in the top category, the riders even had to content 
themselves with a single race to establish the Grand 
Prix standings. The teams partnered technically by 
Motul nevertheless gave their utmost and Suzuki was 
rewarded with a first win in MX2 for Jeremy Seewer!

'In mud, bagging the best times is not the most im-
portant thing, you must survive first', commented 
Seewer. This feat in the Indonesian hell on Earth 
propels the Swiss to 2nd rank in the race to the title.  
Team Suzuki World MXGP got by rather well in 
MXGP with a 6th place for Belgian Kevin Strijbos, 
just ahead of the best placed of the Honda Racing 
Corporation riders, defending World champion, 
Tim Gajser. Ranked 9th, his team-mate Evgeny Bo-
bryshev will not keep an indelible memory of this 
Grand Prix: 'I had trouble with the food, heat and all 
the rest... I think I'd never seen anything quite like it 
in all my career!'

FIM MXGP WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
PANGKAL PINANG

NECK DEEP IN MUD
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Antonio Cairoli (KTM), 66 pts

Clément Desalle (Kawasaki), 60 pts

Tim Gajser (Honda), 56 pts

Evgeny Bobryshev (Honda) 44 pts
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Jeremy Seewer
Team Suzuki World MX2

Suzuki RM-Z250WS



Team SMG, partnered technically by Motul, was 
created in 1997 by a great French motorsport fi-
gure. Philippe Gache has indeed raced in DTM, in 
the 24 Hours of Le Mans, in single seaters, espe-
cially in the Indy 500 Miles, as well as on ice before 
discovering the magic of the Dakar in 2003. Since 
then, SMG buggies have won on five occasions in 
2WD category. We can also remember with great 
emotion the heroic feats by Carlos Sainz, winner 
of two 2014 Dakar stages before he unfortunately 
had to quit following a road accident!  Today, SMG 
is presenting a major development of its buggy, 
duly   2017 FIA Off-Road approved.
For want of an SMG buggy in the last staging of the 

most famous of off-road rallies, we have heard a lot 
of a Team Land Cruiser Auto Body Toyota, driven 
by Christian Lavieille and tuned by SMG. Team #217 
finished 23rd and above all in the lead of the petrol 
production 4WD category … with Motul's technical 
support. Nearly two months after the Dakar's arri-
val, SMG, based in Fréjus southern France, is again 
in the news with a new development to its 2WD 
buggy. 
This car is the result of all our know-how and consi-
derable experience of off-road rallies', states the 
official web site. 'It's the very best of SMG's work 
today.' Tests are scheduled in France and Morocco 
in the weeks ahead. 

CROSS-COUNTRY RALLY
NEW SMG BUGGY PRESENTATION

READY FOR THE GREAT OUTBACK
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New SMG buggy presentation



NNorma has sold over 400 racing cars since 
1985. A remarkable figure for vehicles that access 
only race tracks and hill climbs. A fervent Mo-
tul technical partner, this manufacturer based in 
Saint-Pé-de-Bigorre, south-western France, has 
started tests on its latest creation, the M30, which 
complies with the regulations of LMP3 category in 
the full swing of development. 
At end February, the Norma M30 LMP3 raced at 
Pau-Arnos and at Nogaro with an exceptional test 
rider in its bucket seat. Twice winner of the 24 
Hours of Le Mans and FIA World Endurance cham-
pion, Romain Dumas has twice won the Pikes Peak 
hill climb at the wheel of a Norma. 'The tests were 

more than positive,' stated Dumas. 'We drove non-
stop to try and detect any teething problem but the 
reliability was most impressive.'  
Norbert Santos, founder of Norma Auto Concept, 
wasn't  the least moved to see his 'baby' on track. 
'After months of intense work, it's above all a source 
of very great pride for the entire team and for our 
partners involved in this project.' In this respect, 
the M30 LMP3 has received the same recommen-
dations as the M20FC dominating CN category. So 
the Nissan engine of each new M30 receives a first 
fill of Motul lubricant. Norma recommends Motul 
for the engine lubricant, and also for the gear box 
oil and brake fluid.

NORMA LMP3 PRESENTATION

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT LUBRICANT

Norma LMP3 presentation
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